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TELEVISION SIGNAL PROCESSOR THAT IS 
OPERABLE TO GENERATE A TELEVISION 
SIGNAL FROM BROADCAST WAVES WITH A 
PLURALITY OF DIFFERENT BROADCAST 

STANDARDS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a divisional reissue application ofSer. 
No. 10/659, 683,?led Sep. 1], 2003, which is a reissue appli 
cation ofU.S. Pat. No. 6,288, 750, issued Sep. 1], 200]. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to television signal 
processors, and more speci?cally to a television signal pro 
cessor processing a received broadcast Wave and generating 
a television signal. 

BACKGROUND ART 

In recent years, due to digitalization of television 
broadcasting, various needs or services Which have been 
beyond imagination in general broadcasting are beginning to 
emerge. As to a channel Which only broadcasts movie 
programs, for example, a technology of copy guard is impor 
tant to protect a copyright so as not to alloW an unlimited 
copy on the receiver. Recently, therefore, it Was proposed to 
multiplex information such as copy guard into a digital 
broadcast Wave as additional information and to carry the 
copy guard in the Wave so as to alloW the receiver to utilize 
the same. Such additional information is classi?ed according 
to a standard such as CGMS (IEC1880) and WSS (ETS300, 
294). As to methods hoW to utilize the additional 
information, various methods are noW under consideration. 

The digital broadcast Wave is inputted to the receiver in 
the form of a bit stream. Therefore, When the receiver is 
going to utilize the aforementioned additional information, 
the receiver ?rst recognizes the additional information mul 
tiplexed into the digital broadcast Wave, and separates the 
same. Thereafter the receiver generates an analog video sig 
nal from the digital broadcast Wave, and then inserts the 
separated additional information into a retrace interval of the 
analog video signal to output. By performing such 
processing, it becomes possible to utilize the additional 
information in various types of peripheral equipment (for 
example, a video tape recorder) on the receiver. The afore 
mentioned series of signal processing can be executed by a 
television signal processor illustrated beloW. 

FIG. 8 shoWs a block diagram Which is an exemplary 
conventional television signal processor 100. The television 
signal processor shoWn in FIG. 8 is formed by a decoding 
part 101, a CPU interface (hereinafter, referred to as CPUI/ 
F) 103, a RAM interface (hereinafter, referred to as RAMI/ 
F) 105, video data reading part 106, OSD data reading part 
107, a horizontal/vertical synchronous pulse generating part 
108, a video data line buffer 109, an OSD data line buffer 
110, combining part A 111, a CGMS timing generating part 
112, a CGMS data buffer 113 and a combining part B 114. 
The decoding part 101 generates video data by processing 

an inputted video stream, and then outputs the same to a 
Work RAM 102 through the RAMI/F 105. The Work RAM 
102 stores the video data. Referring to FIG. 8, a CPU 104 
shoWn outside the conventional television signal processor 
generates OSD data. Herein, OSD (On Screen Display) 
stands for a channel, a receiving mode, a volume, characters 
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2 
of text broadcasting and the like displayed on a currently 
operating television screen. The OSD is generated on the 
basis of the OSD data generated by the CPU 104. The OSD 
data generated by the CPU 104 is inputted to the Work RAM 
102 through the CPUI/ F 103 and the RAMI/F 105. The Work 
RAM 102 stores the inputted OSD data. 
The video data reading part 106 reads the video data 

stored in the Work RAM 102 at prescribed timing. The read 
timing at this time is de?ned on the basis of a read timing 
signal for the Work RAM 102 inputted from the CPU 104 
through the CPUI/F 103 and the RAMI/ F 105, and a vertical 
pulse and a horizontal pulse generated by the horizontal/ 
vertical synchronous pulse generating part 108. The video 
data read from the Work RAM 102 is temporarily stored in 
the video data line buffer 109. The OSD data reading part 
107 reads the OSD data from the Work RAM 102 in a man 
ner similar to the above. The read OSD data is temporarily 
stored in the OSD data line buffer 110. 
The combining part A 111 combines the video data input 

ted from the video data line buffer 109 and the OSD data 
inputted from the OSD data line buffer 110. Additional 
information (here assumed to be CGMS) separated from the 
broadcast Wave inputted from the CPU 104 through the 
CPUI/F 103 is temporarily stored in the CGMS data buffer 
113. The CGMS timing generating part 112 generates a syn 
thetic timing signal on the basis of the horizontal synchro 
nous pulse and the vertical synchronous pulse generated by 
the horizontal/vertical synchronous pulse generating part 
108. In the combining part 114, the CGMS data is synchro 
nized With the synthetic timing signal generated by the 
CGMS timing generating part 112, and is combined With the 
video data With Which the OSD data Was combined. 
As described above, for the conventional television signal 

processor, the second combining part 114 further combining 
the additional information such as copy guard (here CGMS) 
into the video data With Which the OSD data has been com 
bined Was required in addition to the ?rst combining part 
111 combining the OSD data to the video data. This results 
in a complicated structure and a higher cost. 

Further, the conventional television signal processor has 
been aimed at receiving only a digital broadcast Wave of a 
predetermined standard. Therefore, the synthetic timing for 
the video data, the OSD data and the additional information 
is ?xedly set. Consequently, if the standard of the received 
digital broadcast Wave is different from the previously 
planned standard, the conventional television signal proces 
sor cannot recognize such change, and accordingly cannot 
combine the video data, the OSD data and the additional 
information at proper timing. 

Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide 
a television signal processor Which can, even if the standard 
of a received broadcast Wave changes, ?exibly cope With 
such change With a simpler structure and a loWer cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has, in order to attain the aforemen 
tioned object, the following features. 
A ?rst aspect of the present invention is directed to a 

television signal processor processing a received broadcast 
Wave and generating a television signal. The processor com 
prises: 

a storage part for storing video data and additional infor 
mation separated from the received broadcast Wave and 
OSD data generated on a receiver; 

a reading part for respectively reading the video data, the 
additional information and the OSD data from the stor 
age part; 
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a standard detecting part for detecting a standard of the 
received broadcast Wave; 

a timing controlling part for respectively controlling the 
timing of the reading part for reading the video data, the 
OSD data and the additional information from the stor 
age part in correspondence to the standard detected by 
the standard detecting part; and 

a combining part for combining the video data, the OSD 
data and the additional information read by the reading 
part to output the combined data as a television signal. 

As described above, in the ?rst aspect, the standard of the 
received broadcast Wave is detected so as to respectively 
control timing for reading the video data, the OSD data and 
the additional information from the storage part in corre 
spondence thereto, Whereby, even if the standard of the 
received broadcast Wave changes, the video data, the OSD 
data and the additional information can be combined regu 
larly at a proper timing in correspondence to such change. 

Conventionally, tWo steps of synthetic processing are 
included, ?rst combining video data and OSD data in an 
effective display area and thereafter combining additional 
information in the retrace interval. In the ?rst aspect, on the 
other hand, the video data, the OSD data, and the additional 
information are respectively read from a single storage part 
at prescribed timing and then combined Without differentiat 
ing betWeen the effective display area and the retrace area, 
Whereby synthetic processing of the video data, the OSD 
data, and the additional information in a single combining 
part can be achieved. 
A second aspect of the present invention, Which is an 

aspect dependent on the ?rst aspect, is characterized in that 
the broadcast Wave is a digital broadcast Wave. 
A third aspect of the present invention, Which is an aspect 

dependent on the ?rst aspect, is characterized in that the 
timing control part includes: 

a memory part for storing timing information for de?ning 
the read timing of the reading part according to stan 
dard of the broadcast Wave; and 

a reference part for referring to the memory part for tim 
ing information corresponding to the standard detected 
by the standard detecting part, and supply the same to 
the reading part, 

the reading part respectively reads the video data, the 
additional information, and the OSD data from the stor 
age part as timing corresponding to the timing informa 
tion supplied form the reference part. 

As described above, according to the third aspect, read 
timing for the video data, OSD data, and additional informa 
tion is supplied on the basis of the standard of the broadcast 
Wave Which Was previously stored. Even if the read timing is 
changed due to a change of the standard of the broadcast 
Wave, each reading part can read the video data, the OSD 
data, and the additional information at timing corresponding 
to the standard detected by the standard detecting part. 
A fourth aspect of the present invention, Which is an 

aspect dependent on the third aspect, is characterized in 
that the memory part includes: 

a ?rst table memory stored timing information for de?n 
ing read timing for video data and OSD data according 
to standard of the broadcast Wave; and 

a second table memory stored timing information for 
de?ning read timing for additional information accord 
ing to standard of broadcast Wave and information in 
the additional information, 

the reference part refers to the ?rst table memory thereby 
providing the reading part With the timing information 
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4 
for de?ning the read timing for the video data and the 
OSD data, and refers to the second table memory 
thereby providing the reading part With the timing 
information for de?ning the read timing for the addi 
tional information. 

As described above, according to the fourth aspect, the 
read timing for the additional information can be controlled 
in correspondence to not only a change of the standard of the 
broadcast Wave but a change of information in the additional 
information. 

A ?fth aspect of the present invention, Which is an aspect 
dependent on the ?rst aspect, is characterized in that the 
television signal processor further comprises a level 
converting part for converting an output level of the 
additional information read by the reading part, and 

the combining part combines the additional information 
Whose output level is converted by the level converting 
part into the video data and the OSD data read by the 
reading part. 

As described above, according to the ?fth aspect, the out 
put level of the read additional information can be converted 
into a preferable prescribed output level. 
A sixth aspect of the present invention, Which is an aspect 

dependent on the ?fth aspect, is characterized in that 
the level converting part converts the output level of the 
additional information into a level determined accord 
ing to the standard detected by the standard detecting 
part. 

As described above, according to the sixth aspect, the 
output level of the read additional information can be con 
verted into a prescribed output level subjecting to the stan 
dard of the broadcast Wave. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram Which is the structure of a 
set top box comprising a television signal processor accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention as a video 
decoder. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram Which is the structure of a 
television signal processor according to a ?rst embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a ?owchart shoWing an operation related to tar 
get value notice for reading video data Sv, OSD data So, and 
additional information Ss performed by an additional infor 
mation recognizing part 203 of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 shoWs synthetic positions of additional informa 
tion With respect to a vertical synchronous pulse in the case 
Where the video standard is 480I. 

FIG. 5 shoWs a synthetic position of additional informa 
tion With respect to a vertical synchronous pulse in the case 
Where the video standard is 480R 

FIG. 6 shoWs a synthetic position of additional informa 
tion CGMS and additional information WSS With respect to 
a horizontal synchronous pulse. 

FIG. 7 shoWs a block diagram Which is the structure of a 
television signal processor according to a second embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 shoWs a block diagram Which is the structure of a 
conventional television signal processor. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram Which is an example of a set 
top box comprising a television signal processor according 
to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 
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1, an antenna 1 receives digital broadcast Waves. A fre 
quency selection part 2 selects any broadcast Wave of a spe 
ci?c frequency from the broadcast Waves received in the 
antenna 1, and outputs the same to a demodulating part 3. 
The demodulating part 3 demodulates the broadcast Wave 
selected by the frequency selection part 2, and outputs the 
same to a transport decoder 4. In the signal demodulated by 
the demodulating part 3, a video stream, an audio stream, 
additional information, and other types information are mul 
tiplexed in a time-divisional manner. The signal outputted by 
the demodulating part 3 is called a transport stream. In the 
transport stream, the transport decoder 4 respectively sepa 
rates the video stream, the audio stream, the additional infor 
mation and other types of information Which are multiplexed 
in a time-division manner. Thereafter the video stream is 
outputted to a video decoder 200 (a television signal proces 
sor 200 corresponding to a ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention), the audio stream is outputted to an audio decoder 
8 and the additional information Ss is outputted to a CPU 7 
respectively. Copy generation control and copy guard are 
performed on the basis of the additional information 
(CGMS, WSS or the like). Further, the CPU 7 generates 
OSD (On Screen Display) data So, and outputs this OSD 
data So and the above additional information Ss to a video 
decoder through a data bus 11. Here, OSD (On Screen 
Display) stands for a channel, a receiving mode, a volume, 
characters of text broadcasting and the like displayed on a 
currently operating television screen. The OSD is generated 
on the basis of the OSD data So generated by the CPU 7. 
Elements 5 and 6 represent a Work RAM and a main storage 
part, respectively. A Work RAM 202 is described later along 
With the television signal processor 200. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram Which is the structure of the 
television signal processor according to the ?rst embodiment 
of the present invention, corresponding to the video decoder 
200 in FIG. 1. Referring to FIG. 2, the television signal 
processor 200 of this embodiment comprises a decoding part 
201, an additional information recognizing part 203, a ROM 
212 in the additional information recognizing part 203, a 
RAM interface 204, a video data reading part 205, an OSD 
data reading part 206, an additional information reading part 
207, a horizontal/vertical synchronous pulse generating part 
208, a combining part 209, an additional information syn 
thetic position deciding part 210, and a ROM 211 in the 
additional information synthetic position deciding part 210. 

The transport decoder 4 outputs the video stream to the 
decoding part 201. The decoding part 201 decodes the input 
ted video stream and generates video data Sv. The decoding 
part 201 stores the generated video data Sv in the Work RAM 
202 through the RAM interface 204. The Work RAM 202 
accepts and stores the video data Sv. The additional informa 
tion recognizing part 203 accepts the additional information 
Ss and the OSD data inputted from the data bus 11, and 
stores the additional information Ss and the OSD data So in 
the Work RAM 202 through the RAM interface 204. Further, 
the additional information recognizing part 203 accepts 
broadcast Wave information Sb included in the video stream 
outputted by the transport decoder 4. 
When the user changes a channel of a broadcasting 

station, the multiplexed state of the video data Sv, the OSD 
information So, and the additional information Ss can be 
changed. Even if the channel is not changed, the broadcast 
ing station may change the multiplexed state of the video 
data Sv and the additional information Ss. The broadcast 
Wave information Sb is information for the user to recognize 
the standard of the broadcast Wave of the broadcasting sta 
tion Which he/she currently Watches and listens to, and a 
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6 
change of the multiplexed state of the additional information 
Ss to be multiplexed. 
The video data reading part 205 is provided With a target 

value from the additional information recognizing part 203 
With, and horizontal and vertical synchronous pulses from 
the horizontal/vertical synchronous pulse generating part 
208. The video data reading part 205 includes a horizontal 
counter counting the horizontal synchronous pulse, a verti 
cal counter counting the vertical synchronous pulse, and a 
comparator comparing the count values of these horizontal 
counter and vertical counter With the aforementioned target 
value. When the count values of the horizontal counter and 
the vertical counter coincide With the target value, the video 
data reading part 205 starts reading the video data Sv stored 
in the Work RAM 202. The OSD data reading part 206 also 
includes a horizontal counter, a vertical counter, and a com 
parator similarly to the video data reading part 205, and 
starts reading the OSD data So stored in the Work RAM 202 
When count values of the horizontal counter and the vertical 
counter coincide With the target value. The additional infor 
mation reading part 207 is provided With a target value from 
the additional information synthetic position deciding part 
210, and horizontal and vertical synchronous pulses from the 
horizontal/vertical synchronous pulse generating part 208. 
The additional information reading part 207 also includes a 
horizontal counter, a vertical counter, and a comparator simi 
larly to the video data reading part 205, and starts reading the 
additional information Ss stored in the Work RAM 202 When 
count values of the horizontal counter and the vertical 
counter coincide With the target value. 

Here, the target value outputted by the additional informa 
tion recognizing part 203 is previously determined accord 
ing to standardized broadcast Wave, and stored in the ROM 
212 as many as the standards thereof. When the additional 
information recognizing part 203 recognizes the broadcast 
Wave, the additional information recognizing part 203 refers 
to the ROM 212 so as to select a target value of the standard 
corresponding to the broadcast Wave. When the count values 
of the aforementioned horizontal counter and vertical 
counter coincide With the target value, the video data reading 
part 205 and the OSD data reading part 206 read the video 
data Sv and the OSD data So from the Work RAM 202 
through the RAM interface 204 at an effective display inter 
val. 

Next, a structure for combining the additional information 
Ss With the read video data Sv and OSD data So Which are 
steadily read is described. The ROM 211 hierarchically 
stores information (a target value) for de?ning read timing 
for the additional information Ss to be combined at a retrace 
interval on the basis of a standard of a television signal noti 
?ed by the additional information recognizing part 203. As 
the synthetic position of the additional information Ss at a 
retrace interval is varied due to the contents therein as Well 
as the standard of the broadcast Wave, a target value for 
reading the additional information Ss cannot be uniquely 
determined only through an operation performed by the 
additional information recognizing part 203 Which recog 
nizes the standard of the broadcast Wave. Thus, the ROM 
211 includes a ?rst hierarchy corresponding to the standard 
of the broadcast Wave, and a second hierarchy storing the 
target value corresponding to the content of the additional 
information Ss in the standard of this broadcast Wave. The 
additional information synthetic position deciding part 210 
refers to the ROM 211 and selects the target value. When the 
count values of the horizontal counter and the vertical 
counter coincide With the target value, the additional infor 
mation reading part 207 reads the additional information Ss 
from the Work ROM 202 through the RAM interface 204. 
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When the user changes a channel Which he/she Watches 
and listens to, a standard of the broadcast Wave can be 
changed. Further, the broadcasting station may vary a stan 
dard of the broadcast Wave With the time zone. When the 
standard of the broadcast Wave changes, the target value of 
the video data Sv, the target value of the OSD data So, and 
the target value of the additional information Ss must be 
changed. The additional information recognizing part 203 
can recognize a change of the standard of the broadcast Wave 
since the broadcast Wave information Sb is inputted thereto. 
In the ROM 212, further, a plurality of information corre 
sponding to a plurality of standards of broadcast Waves is 
stored as described above. When recognizing a change of the 
standard of the broadcast Wave from the broadcast Wave 
information Sb, the additional information recognizing part 
203 refers to the ROM 212 and neWly selects a target value 
after the change of the broadcast Wave. The video data read 
ing part 205 and the OSD data reading part 206 start reading 
the additional information Ss stored in the Work RAM 202 
When the count values of the horizontal counter and the ver 
tical counter coincide With the target values. As for reading 
of the additional information Ss, the standard of the changed 
broadcast Wave noti?ed from the additional information rec 
ognizing part 203 is recognized, the ROM 211 is referred so 
as to select a neW target value for reading the additional 
information Ss, and then the target value is outputted to the 
additional information reading part 207. When the count val 
ues of the horizontal counter and the vertical counter coin 
cide With the target value, the additional information reading 
part 207 starts reading the additional information Ss stored 
in the Work RAM 202. Thereafter the combining part 209 
combines the OSD data So and the additional information Ss 
With the video data Sv on the synthetic position for the addi 
tional information corresponding to the changed standard. In 
this manner, the television signal processor of this embodi 
ment can ?exibly cope With a change of the multiplexed state 
of the additional information Ss occurred With a change of 
the channel or the broadcasting system. 
An exemplary operation of the additional information rec 

ognizing part 203 is noW described With reference to the 
block diagram shoWn in FIG. 2 shoWing the television signal 
processor 200 and a ?owchart shoWn in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 3 is a ?owchart shoWing an operation related to tar 
get value selection performed by the additional information 
recognizing part 203 for reading the video data Sv, the OSD 
data So, and the additional information Ss from Work RAM 
202 in FIG. 2, and a operation related to broadcast Wave 
standard notice performed With respect to the additional 
information synthetic position deciding part 210 When the 
additional information is multiplexed into the broadcast 
Wave. 

First, the additional information Ss, the OSD data So, and 
the broadcast Wave information Sb are inputted to the addi 
tional information recognizing part 203 (Step S1). The addi 
tional information recognizing part 203 stores the inputted 
additional information Ss and broadcast Wave information 
Sb (Step S2). Then, the additional information recognizing 
part 203 outputs the additional information Ss and the OSD 
data So to the Work RAM 202 through the RAMI/F 204 
(Step S3). The additional information recognizing part 203 
recognizes a standard of the broadcast Wave on the basis of 
the broadcast Wave information Sb (Step S4). The additional 
information recognizing part 203 can also recognize a 
change of the standard of the broadcast Wave through the 
inputted broadcast Wave information Sb. In Step S5, Whether 
or not the broadcast Wave standard has changed is deter 
mined. If the broadcast Wave standard has changed, the 
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operation returns to the step S1. If the broadcast Wave stan 
dard has not changed, the additional information recogniz 
ing part 203 stores the broadcast Wave standard of the cur 
rently selected broadcast Wave (Step S6). 

The additional information recognizing part 203 com 
prises therein the ROM 212. The ROM 212 stores a plurality 
of target values, Which are reported by the additional infor 
mation recognizing part 203 to the reading part so that the 
reading part reads data from the Work RAM 202. When rec 
ognizing the standard of the broadcast Wave, the additional 
information recognizing part 203 refers to the ROM 212 and 
selects the target value corresponding to the standard of the 
broadcast Wave (Step S7). The selected target value is 
reported to the video data reading part 205 and the OSD data 
reading part 206 (Step S8). Then, Whether or not the addi 
tional information Ss Was inputted is determined (Step S9). 
When the additional information Ss is inputted, the addi 
tional information recognizing part 203 noti?es the addi 
tional information synthetic position deciding part 211 of the 
standard of the broadcast Wave (Step S10). If the additional 
information Ss is not inputted, the operation is terminated. 

With reference to FIG. 4, FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, the timing of 
the television signal processor of this embodiment for start 
ing the combination of the additional information at a retrace 
interval of video information is described. Here, tWo video 
standards for transmitting the additional information, i.e., 
480I (hereinafter referred to as video standard 480I) and 
480P Whose horizontal frequency is tWice that of the video 
standard 480I (hereinafter referred to as video standard 
480P) are described. 

FIG. 4 shoWs on Which positions the additional informa 
tion is combined With respect to the vertical synchronous 
pulse When the video standard is 480I. A Waveform diagram 
shoWn on the left part of the exterior of the retrace interval 
shoWs a vertical synchronous pulse. Referring to FIG. 4, tWo 
lines in total draWn on upper portions of effective display 
areas respectively shoW the synthetic positions. The posi 
tions Where the lines are draWn are the 17”’ lines from the 
trailing edges of the vertical synchronous pulse respectively. 

FIG. 5 shoWs on Which position the additional informa 
tion is combined With respect to the vertical synchronous 
pulse When the video standard is 480P. A Waveform diagram 
shoWn on the left part of the exterior of the retrace interval 
shoWs the vertical synchronous pulse. A line draWn on an 
upper portion of an effective display area shoWs the syn 
thetic position of the additional information. The position 
Where the line is draWn is the 33rd line from the trailing edge 
of the vertical synchronous pulse. 

FIG. 6 shoWs on Which positions additional information 
CGMS multiplexed into the video standard 480P and addi 
tional information WSS multiplexed into the video standard 
480I are combined With respect to horizontal synchronous 
pulses respectively. TWo Waveform diagrams shoWn in FIG. 
6 each have different scales With respect to a time axis t (us), 
and hence broken lines in the ?gure indicate Which point 
corresponds to Which for convenience in Writing. Referring 
to FIG. 6, a synthetic position for both of the additional 
information CGMS and the additional information WSS is 
based on t=0, Where a trailing edge of the horizontal syn 
chronous pulses is located. For the additional information 
CGMS, synthetic operation is started from t=ll.2 (us). For 
the additional information WSS, synthetic operation is 
started from t=l 1.0 (us). 

Further, FIG. 6 shoWs a peak voltage for each of the addi 
tional information CGMS and of the additional information 
WSS. These Waveforms and peak voltages are set according 
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to a standard. In the case of the video standard 480P and the 
video standard 4801, for example, the voltage of a White 
level at Which White is displayed on a television screen is 
700 mV. Further, the peak level of the additional information 
CGMS in the video standard 480P is 490 mV, and the peak 
level of the additional information WSS of the video stan 
dard 4801 is set to be 500 mV. 

FIG. 7 shoWs a block diagram Which is the structure of a 
television signal processor according to a second embodi 
ment of the present invention. The television signal proces 
sor 300 shoWn in FIG. 7 comprises a decoding part 201, an 
additional information recognizing part 301, a ROM 302 in 
the additional information recognizing part 301, a RAM 
interface 204, a video data reading part 205, an OSD data 
reading part 206, an additional information reading part 207, 
a horizontal/vertical synchronous pulse generating part 208, 
a combining part 209 and an additional information syn 
thetic position deciding part 210, a ROM 211 in the addi 
tional information synthetic position deciding part 210, and 
a level converting part 303. As to components similar to 
those of the ?rst embodiment, reference numerals are ren 
dered identical and description thereof is omitted. 

The television signal processor 300 in this embodiment 
can convert the output level of the additional information Ss 
varying With a broadcast Wave on Which the additional infor 
mation Ss is multiplexed into a standardized output level so 
as to combine the same. The additional information recog 
nizing part 301 generates color conversion information on 
the basis of OSD data generated by the CPU 7 in FIG. 1 
(hereinafter, referred to as OSD color conversion 
information). Hereinafter description is made under classi? 
cation to an effective display area and a retrace interval. 

In the effective display area, OSD data So read by the 
OSD data reading part 206 is ?rst inputted in the level con 
verting part 303. The additional information recognizing 
part 301 outputs the OSD color conversion information gen 
erated by itself to the level converting part 303. On the basis 
of the inputted OSD color conversion information, the level 
convertor 303 converts the OSD data So and outputs the 
same to the combining part 209 in order to display the OSD 
data So on the screen of a television. The combining part 209 
combines the color-converted OSD data So and video data 
Sv read by the video data reading part 205. 
At the retrace interval, on the other hand, the additional 

recognizing part 301 can recognize the standard of a broad 
cast Wave on the basis of the inputted broadcast Wave infor 
mation Sb. In the ROM 302, in addition to the target values 
stored in the additional information recognizing part 203 in 
the ?rst embodiment, information relevant to the output level 
of additional information Ss previously determined accord 
ing to a standard of the broadcast Wave is stored. When the 
additional information recognizing part 301 recognizes the 
standard of the broadcast Wave, therefore, the additional 
information recognizing part 301 refers to the ROM 302 and 
can select the output level corresponding to the standard of 
the additional information Ss. This is because the output 
level of the additional information Ss is determined accord 
ing to a standard. The additional information recognizing 
part 301 noti?es the level converting part 303 about the 
selected output level of the additional information Ss. 

In the level converting part 303, an output level notice of 
the additional information Ss selected by the additional 
information recognizing part 301 and the additional infor 
mation Ss read by the additional information reading part 
207 are inputted. The level converting part 303 receives the 
output level of the additional information Ss noti?ed by the 
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10 
additional information recognizing part 301, converts the 
same to the output level of the additional information CGMS 
or the additional information WSS shoWn in FIG. 6, for 
example, and outputs the same to the combining part 209. 
The combining part 209 combines in the additional informa 
tion Ss Who se output level has been converted in the interval, 
While combining the OSD data So and the video data Sv at 
an effective display interval and outputting the same as a 
video signal. 
The present invention can be employed for a television 

signal processor Which can process a received broadcast 
Wave and combine video data, OSD data and additional 
information regularly in a proper state. 
What is claimed is: 
[1. A television signal processor for processing a received 

broadcast Wave and generating a television signal, said tele 
vision signal processor comprising: 

storage means for storing video data and additional infor 
mation separated from the received broadcast Wave and 
OSD data generated on a receiver; 

read means for respectively reading the video data, the 
additional information and the OSD data from said 
storage means; 

standard detection means for detecting a standard of the 
received broadcast Wave; 

timing control means for respectively controlling timing 
of said read means for reading the video data, the OSD 
data and the additional information from said storage 
means in correspondence to the standard detected by 
said standard detection means; and 

combining means for combining the video data, the OSD 
data and the additional information read by said read 
means as combined data to output the combined data as 
the television signal.] 

[2. The television signal processor according to claim 1, 
Wherein the received broadcast Wave is a digital broadcast 

Wave] 
[3. The television signal processor according to claim 1, 

Wherein said timing control means comprises: 
memory means for storing timing information for de?n 

ing the read timing of said read means according to the 
standard of the received broadcast Wave; and 

reference means for referring to said memory means for 
the timing information corresponding to the standard 
detected by said standard detection means, and supply 
ing the timing information to said read means, Wherein 
said read means respectively reads the video data, the 

additional information, and the OSD data from said 
storage means at timing corresponding to the timing 
information supplied from said reference means.] 

[4. The television signal processing according to claim 3, 
Wherein said memory means comprises: 

a ?rst table memory operable to store timing information 
for de?ning read timing for the video data and the OSD 
data according to the standard of the received broadcast 
Wave; and 

a second table memory operable to store timing informa 
tion for de?ning read timing for the additional informa 
tion according to the standard of the received broadcast 
Wave and information in the additional information, 
Wherein 
said reference means refers to said ?rst table memory 

thereby providing said read means With the timing 
information for de?ning the read timing for the video 
data and the OSD data, and refers to said second 
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table memory thereby providing said read means 
With the timing information for de?ning the read tim 
ing for the additional information] 

[5. The television signal processing according to claim 1, 
further comprising level conversion means for converting an 
output level of the additional information read by said read 
means, Wherein 

said combining means combines the additional 
information, Whose input level Was converted by said 
level conversion means, With the video data and the 
OSD data read by said read means.] 

[6. The television signal processor according to claim 5, 
Wherein said level conversion means converts the output 
level of the additional information to a level determined 
according to the standard detected by said standard detection 
means.] 

7. A receiving apparatus comprising: 
a receiver operable to receive a broadcast wave; 

a separator operable to separate a video stream and addi 
tional information from the broadcast wave; 

a video decoder operable to decode the video stream for 
generating a video signal; and 

a synthesizer operable to synthesize the video signal and 
the additional information, wherein the synthesizer 
synthesizes the video signal and the additional infor 
mation in di?'erent timings depending on a standard of 
the broadcast wave. 

8. A receiving apparatus comprising: 
a receiver operable to receive a broadcast wave; 

a separator operable to separate a video stream and addi 
tional information from the broadcast wave; 

a video decoder operable to decode the video stream for 
generating a video signal; and 
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a synthesizer operable to synthesize the video signal and 

the additional information, wherein the synthesizer 
synthesizes the video signal and the additional infor 
mation in diferent timings depending on a video stan 
dard of the broadcast wave. 

9. A receiving apparatus comprising: 

a receiver operable to receive a broadcast wave; 

a separator operable to separate a video stream and addi 

tional information from the broadcast wave; 
a video decoder operable to decode the video stream for 

generating a video signal; 

a processor operable to decode the additional informa 
tion for generating a copy guard information signal; 
and 

a synthesizer operable to synthesize the video signal and 
the copy guard information signal, wherein the synthe 
sizer synthesizes the video signal and the copy guard 
information in di?erent timings depending on a video 
standard of the broadcast wave. 

10. The receiving apparatus according to claim 7, 
wherein: 

the additional information is copy generation control 
information or copy guard information. 

1]. The receiving apparatus according to claim 8, 
wherein: 

the additional information is copy generation control 
information or copy guard information. 


